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T0 at” whom, it may concern: 

Be itknown thatLMARoUs M. WATERMAN,2L 
resident of Troy, in the county of Rensselaer 
and State of New York, have invented cer 
tain new and useful Improvements in Flexible 
Tubes; and I dohercby declare the following 
to be a full, clear, and exact description of the 
invention, such as will enable others skilledin 
the art to which it appertains to make and use 
‘the same. ' 

My invention relates to an improved ?ex 
ible tube, the object of the invention being to 
provide a tube composed of a spirally-wound 
interlocking strip of ‘metal so shaped as to 
permit ?exibility of the tube, yet insure a 
tight tube‘ at any, Curvature it may be bent,‘ 
and which will absolutely prevent separation 
of the tube-windings. " 
A further object is to provide a tube'of 

this character capable of great longitudinal. 
strength, yet of su?icient ?exibility to accom 
modate itself‘to any and all uses to which it 
may be put. ‘ r . 

With these objects in view the invention 
consists in certain novel features of construc 
tion and combinations and arrangement of 
parts,_as will be more fully hereinafter de 
scribed, and pointed out in the claims. ‘ 

In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 is 
a view in elevation illustrating my improve 
ments. 
tion thereof, and Fig. 3 is an enlarged sec 
tional detail view. > 
My improved tube is formed from a metal 

strip 1, preferably of steel, of the shape shown 
in cross-section in Figs. 2 and 3, and spirally 
wound and the convolutions interlocked by 
reason of the shape of the strip, as will now 
be explained. The stripv in cross-section is 
bent, forming two parallel outwardly-curved 
portions 2 and-3, the former of greater width 
and curvature than the latter and made with 
an inwardly-projecting ?ange ,or lip 4‘ at its 
edge, while the other edge of the strip is pro 
vided with an outwardly-projecting ?ange or 
lip 5, as clearly shown in Fig.- 3, . 
The strip 1 is Wound spirally upon itself, 

the curved portion 2 thereof overlapping the 

Fig. 2 is a view in longitudinal sec- ' 

‘ curved portion 3 of the adjacent convolution 
and inclosing’the outwardly-projecting ?ange 
or lip 5' thereof, the i-nwardly- projecting 
?ange or lip 4: being'located around the curved 
portion 3, so that while the curved portions‘ 
2 and 3 permit the convolutions to move on 
each other in bending the tube without open 
~ing' the tube-wall the ?anges or lips 4 and 5 

1 limit the separation ofv the convolutions and 
absolutely prevent the destruction of the 
tube regardless of the angle or curvature to 
which‘itis'bent. ' - I ~ 

This construction of tube with curvedover 
lapping portions,'enabling free bending with 
out opening the tube-wall, and the inwardly 
and outwardly projecting locking ?anges or 
lips is ,vastly superior in strength and ?exi 
bility and tight juncture of convolutions than 
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anything yet devised . in a metal tube of this . 
character without the employment of separate 
looking or packing means. 

Slight changes might be made in the gen 70 
eral form and arrangement of the parts de- , 
scribed without departing from my invention, 
and hence I would have it understood thatI 
do not restrict myself to the'precise details 
set forth, but consider myself at liberty to 
make such slight changesand- alterations'as 
fairly fall within the spirit and scope of my 
invention. 4 ' ‘ ' > 

Having fully described my invention, what 
Iclaim as new, and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent, is—— ' _ ' 

1. A ?exible tube, comprising a continuous 
strip wound spirally, said strip bent longitu 
dinally and curved laterally, forming two par 
allel outwardly-curved portions, one of said 
curved portions being located under the other 
where the convolutions of the strip overlap. 

2. A ?exible tube, comprising a continuous 
strip wound spirally, said strip bent longitu 
dinally and curved laterally, forming two par 
allel outwardly-curved portions, one of said 
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curved portions located under the otherwhere ' 
the convolutions overlap, and oppositelyjpro 
jecting ?anges or lips at the respective edges 
of the strip. ' . _ 

3. A ?exible tube,-comprising a metal strip 
95 
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Wound spirally, said strip bent longitudinally 
and curved laterally, forming two parallel out 
wardly-curved portions, one of greater Width 
and curvature than the other, the Wider curved 
portion located over the smaller curved por 
tion of the underlying convolution, and op 
positely-projecting locking ?anges or lips at 
the respective edges of said strip. 

4. A ?exible tube, comprising a metal strip 
Wound spirally, said strip bent longitudinally 
and curved laterally, forming an outwardly 
curved portion at one side of the strip With 
an inwardly-projecting ?ange or lip at its 
edge and an outwardly-projecting ?ange at 
the opposite edge of the strip inelosed under 
the curved portion of the convolution over 
lapping the same. > v 

5. A ?exible tube, composed of a single 
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strip of metal Wound spirally, said strip bent 
longitudinally and curved laterally, and said 
strip provided at its overlapping portion with 
an inwardly-bent ?ange or lip, the other edge 
of the strip having an outwardly-projeeting 
?ange or lip, the lateral curving of said strip 
forming two paralleled outwardly-curved por 
tions, one larger to overlap and snugly ?t the 
other and permit bending of the tube without 
opening the Wall thereof. 

In testimony whereof I have signed this 
speci?cation in the presence of two subscrib 
ing witnesses. 

v MARCUS M. \VATERMAN. 

Witnesses: 
S. W. Fos'run, 
R. S. FERGUSON. 
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